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SAFETY RECALL NOTICE: 18V-749 
 
TO: All E-ONE Dealers 
 
E-ONE has decided that a safety defect exists in certain E-ONE Classic Fire Body vehicles 
manufactured from June 2007 through July 2007 equipped with Hale Kubota Pump.  
Accordingly, a recall to address this issue is being initiated effective October 22, 2018. 
 
The LED warning lamps for temperature and oil pressure may not be wired correctly and 
therefore may not activate at the appropriate time. If the LED warning lamps do not activate as 
intended, in the case of a problem with the engine, they may not provide adequate warning 
before the engine stops operating.  If the engine and pump stops operating, this may potentially 
increase the risk of injury during firefighting operations. A warning which can precede or occur 
would be that when starting the engine the oil pressure lamp will not illuminate when switch is in 
run position prior to starting engine. 
 
Owners will be notified by mail about the recall and will be instructed to contact Hale. Hale will 
provide instructions on how to remedy the condition by reversing the wires leading to the 
warning/indicator. No additional parts are required to perform the remedy. Alternatively, Hale 
will provide a plug-in wire harness to customers who do not wish to reverse the wiring.  Hale 
will provide both remedies free of charge and reimburse the cost of labor. There is no cost to 
owners for this recall. 
 
Hale is providing, free of charge, the necessary components and instructions to rectify the issue 
and will pay labor costs for inspecting and replacing the included components that have not 
already been replaced during normal maintenance. 
 
Please be reminded that it is a violation of Federal law for you to sell, lease or deliver a new or 
used Classic Fire Body equipped with Hale Kubota Pump covered by this notification until this 
recall has been performed on these Classic Fire Body. Substantial civil penalties apply to 
violations of this law. 
 
Your assistance with this recall is appreciated. Should you have any questions or concerns, 
please contact E-ONE Customer Service at (352) 861-1122. 
 
Sincerely. 
 
Leroy Stephens 
Engineering Manager – APD 
(352) 861-5044 
lstephens@e-one.com 


